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WHAT 

is known as distemper gilding, which is simply 
gilding wood for burnishing, is accomplished in the 

following method and with very often admirable 
effects : The wood surfaces are first primed with hot size and 

whiting, carefully ground and mixed with a decoction of garlic 
and wormwood, to which a slight amount of vinegar and com 
mon salt are added. Four or five coats are applied, and the 

gilding will be all the better for as many more coats, for the 
richness of the gilding depends on sufficient thickness of the bed 
to allow of a certain stretching of or malleability in the metal for 

burnishing or for indenting to a slight depth with various pat 
terns. Any defects in surface are made good with the satoe ma 
terials. This surface is finally polished with pumice stone and 
cold water, the work being then carefully cleansed and dried by 

rubbing with a cloth or shave glass. The size is next applied ; 

this consists of a quarter of a pound of Armenian bole to half 
an ounce of hermatite and the same quantity of galena, each 
ground in water separately, and then mixed together and ground 
with a small quantity of olive oil, and tempered with parchment 
size or glue. It is applied hot with a very fine brush. When 
dry it is dampened with cold water to give it the required " 

tack," when the gold is laid on with the gilder's tips or flat 
long haired brush in the usual way. The ground is colored in 
some cases with yellow ochre, or with vermilion, to give color to 
thin gold. The vermilion tint is frequently added by way of a 
delicate wash after the gilding is completed. The burnishers are 
of flint or agate. 

WE 

have had' the pleasure of inspecting a plant cabinet, 
an appanage to a large and lofty dining-room, and 
wholly within it. It consists of a five sided glass 

case, wainseotted two feet high, the glazing extending upward 
to the angular metal roof, which is adorned at the edge and 
topmost extremities with imitative fir cones. It has an air tight 
glass door in front, and is backed by a window of its full height 
and breadth, the glass of which opens at several places to admit 
fresh air at pleasure. The floor of the structure is of wood, a 
little higher than the floor of the room, so that it can be re 

moved without injuring the house. The paneling within the 
cabinet is lined with wooden troughs, having a slight declination 
to one lower than the rest, and communicating with the outside 
of the building. In these troughs are placed earth-filled boxes, , 
in which climbing plants and aquatic or marsh' plants are placed 
alternately with camellias, orange trees and other flowering 
shrubs, so as to be seen from the room. A very pretty effect is 
induced by training the small leaved ivy up a slight trellis 
placed just within the glass" that projects into the room, and 
having plants with showy colored flowers interspersed, the light 
from the window behind giving the plants placed close to the 
glass the effect of transparency. The air of the cabinet, which 
would not be agreeable for any length of r$ime, is excluded from 
the room. On this scale of accommodation the plants grow vig 
orously, and unlike small glass cases, the glass never becomes 
green or obscure. 

IT 

is in this pleasant month of October that decorative 
colorists should find time to spare for wandering in 

woods and gardens to obtain suggestive hints in form and 
color, to be turned to account in designs in metal, wood and the 
numerous plastic materials that have been devised for relief 
work. This is the month of variegated leaf hues, when vigorous 
life is passing slowly through the several stages of decline. The 
falling of the leaves, too, exposes many beautiful combinations 
of branch forms that were hidden in the luxuriant foliage. It is 
for the decorator to determine the application of these forms and 

colors, so as to transfigure, as it were, what is in itself transient, 
into a permanent feature of beauty* 

AT 

all the international exhibitions that have been held in 
this and other countries, distant regions, such as Wes 
tern Australia, New South Wales and India, have made 

a surprising display of beautiful woods, possessing qualities that 
commend them for cabinet making, if not exclusively yet for 
variegated and contrasting effects. These woods, however, never 
seem to reach the workshops of our artisans, and we are 

strangers to the display of American carving in some of the 
densest descriptions that have been utilized in this way in India 
and Western Australia, whilst New Zealand and other European 
dependencies offer a full quota of suitable woods. Why do we 
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not get them ? Commercial enterprise is quick enough to meet 
a demand, and that demand has only to be pronounced to be 
satisfied. It cannot be that the public would not like a variation 
from mahogany, rosewood, satin wood, sandal wood, walnut, 

maple, black ebony and amboyna oak and cedar, or some at 

tractive mixture with these in constructional forms and decora 
tion. The cabinet maker who with properly skilled designers 
will introduce into the trade new woods, to be employed with 
the same taste that we witness the bringing together of varied 
colored marbles, will earn a well deserved reward. 

AS 

sanitary science is just now so popular, we may be al 
lowed to note that beauty of form and color have an 

important effect on health. Who cannot bear witness 
to the dullness of a room of one color, or of the inspiriting effect 
of a beautiful pattern with colors harmonious and restrained. 
The skilful colorist is thus a health promoter. Good color im 

parts to the interior of a dwelling a finished and cheerful effect, 
to which none can be wholly insensible. Then as to surfaces. 

Nothing is better for preventing the permanent location of dust 
and various organisms in the atmosphere than good hardwood 

polished surfaces. Tiles, marble, glass, all contribute to this end, 
admitting of being readily restored to their pristine brightness, a 

bright surface implying the absence of dust. An important con 
tribution to sanitation is the priming of floors, followed by the 

painting or waxing of the boards. 

THE suspension of pool arrangements among most of the 
leading wall paper manufacturers, if it has had any 
effect at all, is to stimulate their energies in pushing 

their goods, and to give forth somewhat lower quota 
tions for the several grades. The truth is that the 
cost of wall paper had previously been so reduced that 
no very wide margin is left for reduction. Any reduc 
tions whatever on their part are severely felt by the 
smaller concerns, concerns which have found it diffi 
cult in the best of times to maintain their position, 
owing to the keenness of competition in the trade. 
Their refuge is likely to be in inferior materials and 
indifferent designs. 

A FEATURE in some recent designs of silver dishes, 
geometrically spaced for inside ornament, is to 
have one of these compartments merely etched 

with some device apparently intended to be continued, 
but which abruptly stops, as, for instance, intertwined 
ovals on one of a series of circles, while the rest, 
together with the centre, have rich floriated or other 
devices. The effect of this is not only to please the 

fancy with what seems a frolic of the artist but to 

emphasize some particular portion of the ornament in 
the vicinity. This style of treatment is also used as 

suggestive of old, worn silver plate, the forms becom 

ing fainter, until they finally disappear. 

THE 

amount of scamped work produced in this country in 
the course of a year is enormous, and it may be said to 
have vitiated in a greater or less degree nearly every de 

partment and every market of industry. The mass of delusive 
cabinet making and specious household furniture in this city 
alone, covered with lightly polished surfaces, would have to be 
measured by miles. Articles of the various metals of the same 
character are sold in large quantities. Of glassware there are 
hundreds of tons disposed of yearly, the material of which is 
imperfectly mixed, which has never been through the annealing 
oven in any proper way, and which will fly to pieces on contact 
with boiling water. 

DECORATORS 

in their selection of colors for suites of rooms 
are now happily paying more attention to securing them 
from inharmoniousness between themselves. Such inhar 

moniousness would, for example, be presented in passing from a 
drawing-room the prevailing color of which was a warm apple 
green, to a dining-room with strong crimson paper or cold sea 
green paint, whilst in the latter the various tones of buff, fawn 
color or even Pompeiian red sufficiently neutral would have 
afforded an agreeable contrast. 

IN 

selecting wall paper avoid glaring contrasts in colors, and 
large patterns, as, apart from taste, they weary the eye. 

Give a preference to neutral tints and colors, which harmon 
ize and agreeably blend with the tones of furniture and carpets. 
If ceilings are low they will appear much higher by adopting for 
borders stencilled painted figures that run perpendicularly through 
the wall paper. 

THERE 

are rational people who surmise that the heating 
stoves of the future will be mere skeleton frames of metal 
filled in with tiles, of which the type already exists. 

Whilst they please the eye by admitting of artistic representa 
tions and varied colors, they also absorb and radiate warmth 
"more effectually than metal, and even influence the quality of 
the heat radiated. 

THE 

predominant color employed in the decoration of a room 
should always be a good lighting one, not necessarily a 
tint, for many tolerably dark colors light excellently, but 

it must be of a nature to absorb as little light as possible. A 
very pale wall will look as comfortless and inhospitable as a 
too somber one will be dismal and oppressive. 

IT does not follow because a picture frame is dull that it 
necessarily needs regilding. If well laid on a good founda 
tion good gilding will endure several years. The appearance 

will be improved by applying with a soft brush a mixture com 
posed of two ounces of white of eggs and one ounce of chloride. 
Then wash off same with a sponge. 

A NOVEL frieze just devised consists of a series of forms 
of men and women in brilliant foreign national or fancy 
costumes in the round and in relief, some of these en 

gaged in playing musical instruments, all looking from windows 
with green blinds thrown back, the latter being painted. 
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